
  
PERFORMANCE OF SHOTCRETE ON IRREGULAR TUNNEL BOUNDARIES 
  
Blasting excavations on tunnels often results in very irregular profiles. In these cases it 
will be difficult, for a shotcrete layer applied to the tunnel surface to develop a 
supporting action. In a recent case -Velate tunnel, Navarra- the breaking of the shotcrete 
support has raised the question of the necessary thickness of a shotcrete layer to 
effectively act as a tunnel support. The situation is complicated by the fact that the rock 
layers become parallel common at these locations, specially rot thin layers of shotcrete. 
As a part of an ongoing investigation, tunnel profiles and shotcrete thickness have been 
carefully measured at some particular cross sections. As a result of these studies, the 
geometry of the original surface after excavation could be established. 
 
The main purpose of the Tesina is to use this background information to perform a 
sensitive analysis of the shotcrete’s effect support on different thickness and 
reinforcement characteristics to effectively support the tunnel. Furthermore we must not 
forget the importance of the rock layers and its effects on rock mass behavior during 
excavation.  
 
For this purpose, a 2-D F.E. program, such as Plaxis, was used. The sequence of the 
analysis was established this way: 
 

1. Selection and discretization of three tunnel cross sections: a theoretical regular 
one ruled on the basis of technical project; a theoretical irregular one consisting 
on a little geometrical variation of the previous one; and finally, one of the real 
tunnel cross section on the basis of available geometrical information. 

2. According to these three aforementioned cases, the study of both rock mass and 
shotcrete behaviors under these three configurations. 

3. Even the influence of rock layers has been taken into account. In order to do this 
a “Jointed Rock” model has been used (an anisotropic viscous model). 

4. Due to the fact that the main parameters of geothecnical problem are unknown, 
different possible values of these parameters have been studied. 

 
As a conclusion, we obtain the main tendencies about the consequent effects of 
geometry and rock layers in a blasting excavation and its shotcrete support. 
Furthermore, the written report enuntiates the relevant causes of the breakings in the 
Velate tunnel.  


